
  

Delivering water – Differently 
 

Michelle Campbell, Local Engagement Officer  



Recognition 

Introduction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We acknowledge and respect the traditional custodians – insert – whose ancestral lands we are meeting upon here todayWe also pay our respects to their Elders past and present.  We acknowledge , accept and respect the First people’s relationship with country and their cultural and spiritual beliefs.  We recognise the First Peoples heritage, knowledge and skills are of critical importance to Australian people and the landscape today”.



    
    

Victorian - NSW Mallee  
a history of irrigation 
development 

Source SunRISE Mapping & Research 

1887 Mildura 

1901 Merbein 

1920s Nyah, Red Cliffs,  
            Coomealla NSW 

1947 Robinvale 
          Euston NSW 

1947 Vic Mallee ~ 17,000ha 

1997 Vic Mallee ~ 40,000ha 

1997 Irrigation area 

2017 Vic Mallee ~ 75,000ha 

2017 Irrigation area 

1890 Curlwaa NSW 

1910 Pomona NSW 

Irrigation Area 

Once upon a time there was…. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chronology of irrigation development in the Vic and NSW MalleeFirst 60 years from 1887 approximately 17,000ha developed in the Victorian MalleeNext 50 years a further 23,000ha developed.Last 20 years a further 35,000 developed, exponential development mainly in the almond industry.While this identifies the area of irrigation development the actual area irrigated in the Victorian Mallee is approximately 60,000haCompared to other Mallee states NSW and SA their irrigation development has not increased by the same magnitude. In SA from 2003 to 2012 the area irrigated reduced by about 14% from 51,000ha to 44,000haIn NSW between 1997 and 2015 the area irrigated decreased by about 6% from 17,000ha to 16,000ha (During that period permanent crops increased by 28% while seasonal crops decreased by 43%.



Once upon a time there was…. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the development of the Basin, we changed the way in which water moved down the river channel.Holding back the peak flows in winter and spring, and using them in summer and autumn.This has impacted the breeding cycle of many of our native fish, who rely on the hydrology (fast moving water) to stimulate them to breed.



Responsible for  

• managing holdings 

• protecting or restoring the environmental assets of the 
Murray-Darling Basin. 

• consistent with the Water Act 2007 and Basin Plan’s 
Environmental Watering Plan 

• How …..?  

 

Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder 

One day…. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The unique and exiting part of the of what we call the “Basin Reform” was the establishment a new role called THE COMMONWEALTH ENVIRONEMTNAL WATER HOLDER.  This position gives one person  that position is now filled by Jody SwirepikThe purpose of his role was to have Environmental water managed across the entire basin by 1 independent person.That is, e-water is delivered for environmental outcomes ONLY. This voice not influenced by politics – only purely by science and the need of the environment – a voice for the environment.All of this is FIRST TIME EVER, IN THE WORLD.  CUTTING EDGE STUFF, that is still being refined.I am going to focus today on the Use it part of our activities, but can provide information about Holding and Trading during question time if needed



• Large and complex - 75 entitlement types 
across 17 Basin Plan regions 

• Entitlements retain characteristics 

• Water is delivered within existing river 
operations 

• Public asset $3 billion  

Commonwealth environmental water  
portfolio 

The solution 



Use it, to achieve basin plan outcomes 



Use it, to achieve longitudinal connectivity 

Because of that…. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell you about how we have used our water to achieve a connected up environment



Hattah return flows 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So when we apply water, we like to do it more than once to a number of site, as it would naturally do before regulation.This picks up all the goodies (fish food) from the floodplain and returns them to the main river channel.



Goulburn River 
350 GL of environmental delivery 

Lower Broken Creek 
41 GL environmental delivered 

Campaspe River 
30 GL environmental delivery 

Gunbower Creek 
20 GL environmental delivery 

Hattah Lakes 
112 GL environmental delivery 

35 GL return flow  

331 GL return flow 

30 GL return flow  

2.7 GL use of return flows 

241 GL 

Hume Releases 
410 GL environmental delivery 
385 GL return flow  

368GL 

Darling Flows 
25 GL environmental delivery 

14 GL return flows 

Murrumbidgee  River 
237 GL environmental delivery 
68 GL return flows 

68 GL 

14 GL 

= 976 GL 
E-water 
return 

flows and 
direct 
trades 

= 850.3 GL 
over 

barrages 

All Environmental  
Water delivered  
2017-18 

30 GL 

15 GL use of return flows 

12 GL use of return flows 

52 GL 

 20 GL 

52 GL return flows 

2 GL use of return flow 

88 GL use from return flow 

2 GL use of return flows 

3 GL use of return flows 

183 GL 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what it looked like last water year…Last year SA received environmental from a number of different tribsDarlingMurrumbidgeeLower brokenHumeGoulburnCampaspeAnd 183 GL of direct trade – a total of 976 GL for SA in return flows and direct trade.And 200 GL of CEW and TLM SA allocation757 GL CEW over barrages (of a 854 GL total)



2017-18 – the problem 
Extended cease to flow meant that;  
• Waterholes were drying up 
• habitat and populations were becoming 

isolated 
Then …. an e-opportunity occurred 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
a small unregulated flow occurred in March 2018 that re-started the systemCollaborating with agenciesLearning and adaptingEngaging with communities



Flow arrives from 
late May 

Releases from 
mid April 

5.4 GL 

13.4 GL 

5.0 GL 

7.2 GL 

Creating a flow event 
QLD 

/NSW  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The event started from dams in the Border Rivers and Gwydir catchment – way up near the Qld and NSW border. The flow made it to the Menindee Lakes, covering over 2000 km of river.This is a MASSIVE event, 21 GL moving over 2000 km over 3 months.It involves a series of partnerships and serious NSW input.Min Blair embargo for no take under Section s.324 which is Gazette and was be monitored for compliance by OEHEmbargo in place until the 22nd of June.DPI are undertaking extensive fish monitoring and movement.This is the water, and the sources that are being used in the watering event.Original proposal did consider releasing 5 GL water from Namoi River, but it has since been decided not to source water from the Naomi, and use that for other ecological outcomes in that catchment latter in the year.Therefore, this event is a 21 GL event.  1 GL = 3 wheat silos



What 
was 
learnt 
about 
fish? 

 Northern Connectivity 
Event 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We expected to improve habitat and provide fish movement along the Barwon-Darling [it also made lots of people smile again].  Science tells us it that these outcomes were achieved. As an example of the movement of native fish, the northern connectivity event produced a significant movement response in Golden Perch.  For example, in a 105 km section of the Darling River between Louth and Tilpa, 64 % of the 44 Golden Perch that were tagged moved more than 5 km during the NCE with some fish moving up to 15 km in a day. A number of Golden Perch stayed immediately downstream of the Louth Weir for the majority of the event, with numerous fish moving upstream to the weir.  The NCE was not large enough to enable fish to migrate over Louth Weir – it did not drown out, it was quite a low flow and we learned that fish are very opportunistic and respond to even low flows.



What was 
learnt 
about 
water 
quality? 

  
Blue-green algal alerts – 9 March 
  

  
Blue-green algal alerts – 19 July  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result of the NCE, there was a significant reduction in algal concentrations - all the algal alerts between Bourke and the Menindee Lakes (below) were amber or red in March and were mainly green after the event.  This is because of both the increased flows and the lower water temperatures over winter. FlowThe NCE provided the first flow into Menindee Lakes for 150 days providing connectivity right along the system 



Rainfall 
Rainfall deciles 

Summer 2018–19 
(December 2018 – February 2019) 

 

Compared to 1900-2018 

Last month 
(January 2019) 

 

Recent month 
(February 2019) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then. It stayed dry.  REALLY dry.Really hot (up north) right up until now.



117 

253 

220 

80 

Cease to Flow Periods 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Barwon-Darling ceased to flow right to the Menindee Lakes.Days of Cease to flow as of 05/04/2019: Collarenebri – 117Walgett – 253Brewarrina – 80 (small top up from e water in Dec)Bourke - 220



Pools drying back generally  
Reduced quality and quantity of habitat 

July 2018 April 2019 

Normally – connected pools   Now – disconnected pools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result - fishes homes (deep holes in the river bed) were shrinking and getting stinky



Fish death event on Barwon  
March 2019 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With little water for the environment still left remaining in storages,  NSW and the Commonwealth decided to use to save the fish



2019 Northern Fish Flow 

NFF 
Up to 7,400 ML from 
the Border Rivers 

NFF 
Between 14,000 – 30,000 
ML from the Gwydir 

Un-regulated Flows 
Around 1,000 ML has 
flowed through the 
Lower Namoi Un-regulated Flows 

Around 3,500 ML has 
flowed through the 
Lower Castlereagh 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A fish flow event was enacted in two northern basin catchments to help fish survive. Whilst we are using more water than the Northern Connectivity Event, because it is so dry, the flow will only make it about a third as far down the Barwon-Darling. This time we expect the water will only make it to Brewarrina (which is upstream of Bourke)



Use it, to achieve fish breeding and recruitment 

Because of that…. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have recruitment/breeding zones in the southern part of the basin,We have installed fishways that now allow movement up and down the main river channel, but still some work to do on the Murrumbidgee and MenindeeBy sending water in pulses it cues fish to move around the basin for food and breeding



Group 1 
Warm Temp 
Flow pulse 
Silver & Gold 
Perch 

Group 2a 
Fast flowing 
Annual spawn 
Cod, Trout, 
Maquarie perch 

Group 2b 
Slow flowing  
Lakes & creeks 
Annual spawn 
Catfish, Gudgeon 

Group 3 
Floodplain spec 
Slow flowing 
Annual spawn 
Gambusia 
(not native) Group 4 & 5 – Generalists (small natives and Carp, Golfish, Redfin, Oriental weatherloach, 

Rainbow trout) 
Large range of streams and water body types 
Flexible spawning.  Can cope in fast or slow water 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graph courtesy of Finterest.com.au These describe specific elements of flows needed to support he spawning, recruitment, maintenance and condition needs of each of the fish functional groups (Figure 4). Fish have adapted to historical flow patterns, so the hydrography consider the natural variation in flow magnitude, seasonal timing, and duration for a system. It is expected thatches generic hydrography will be adjusted by water managers to suit different locations across the Basin in the design and prioritisation of watering actions.



 
 

Lower Darling – Menindee releases 
Oct – Dec 2017 
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CEW proposal MDBA base case (ML/day)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next set of learnings I am going to talk about are around using environmental water to underwrite changed river operations practices.we influenced the operational releases from dams, whilst using little or no e-water.The first example relates to the Lower Darling. What you see up on the screen is a hydrograph showing two scenarios for Menindee Lakes releases of operational water during November 2017. The blue line was the base case of what MDBA river operators planned to do in order to transfer water downstream in accordance with the MDB agreement. From an ecological perspective, we received advice from fish ecologists that this period of time was important for Murray Cod nesting, and it would be preferable if the transfers could be shaped as per the green line in order to extend flows and avoid big drops in flow rates. From a social perspective the community were also supportive of any proposal that extended the period of releases before the storage reached 480 GL and was returned to NSW control.MDBA river operators were really receptive to working through achieving our preferred hydrograph. Their modelling indicated that if they were to target the green line, that there was going to be a resource cost to the Murray of ~10 GL, which was going to arise because we would effectively be requiring them to hold water in Menindee Lakes for longer and incur more evaporation.  Using this information we struck an agreement with the states to use operational water to target our preferred release pattern in the Lower Darling, with us then re-paying the states that lost resource in the form of Murray water.This proved to be a great example of working closely with the river operators to get best use of the water for both social and environmental outcomes. Ultimately there was a rain event halfway through the operation which changed everything again, but it is an important case study to build on for the future.



Use it, to achieve all basin plan outcomes 
across a water year 

Because of that…. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can use water to achieve ALL the objectives of the basin plan across a water year



Lamprey Release Black bream salt wedge 

Lake  Level drawdown 
Freshening Coorong 

Barrage releases 
While building Lakes 

Lamprey Release Black bream salt wedge 

Lake  Level drawdown 
Freshening Coorong 

Southern Bell Frog 



Use it, except when we don’t… 
because sometimes we can’t 

Until finally…. 



Goulburn River 
197 GL of environmental delivery 

Lower Broken Creek 
24 GL environmental delivery 

Campaspe River 
21 GL environmental delivery 

Gunbower Forest/Creek 
56 GL environmental delivery 

16 GL return flow  

254 GL return flow (inc. some from last year) 

20 GL return flow  

212 GL 

Hume Releases 
127 GL environmental delivery 

102 GL return flow  

102 GL 

Total  
= 558 GL 

Water used at multiple 
sites, or ordered 
directly to the SA 
border, July 2018 to 
end April 2019 

 16 GL 

9.3 GL return flow 

42 GL use of return flows 

19 GL return flows generated 

19 GL  

177 GL  

Orders direct at 
SA border 

20 GL   

Murrumbidgee  River  
(end of system flow events) 
28 GL environmental delivery 

12 GL return flows 

Edward-Wakool 
31 GL environmental delivery 
No return flows 

177 GL  

12 GL 

2018-19 water delivery to SA 



Sharing capacity for remainder of 2018-19 

Operational water (towns / 
irrigation) 

Water for the Environment 
            

Start of Water year    Mid Water year   End water year 

   / 
 

Lake Victoria 
Barrages 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of lake levels:Murrumbidgee (which wasn’t included in Lake Level models) currently 200 ML/d (12 GL in total) = 60 daysWhatever we can get from Broken, Campaspe, extra direct trades is additional as well to respond to the situation = 170 ML/d arriving in 2 weeks for foreseeable futureIn terms of recovery, model assumed no additional e water (lakes recover as a result of reduced demand/autumn and winter rainfall/reduced evap) but if not e water holders may be able to deliver more water. We are planning baseflows in mid Murray, but can do direct trade if lake levels not recovering – by then, consumptive demand drops off and we can fit in the hydrograph.While we have encouraged barrage releases, we have also allowed CEW (and other e water) to build in the lakes – 130 GL CEW. This is a big difference to pre-BP (Millenium drought) scenarioOne open barrage is ~200 ML/d
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial pulse in late July at SA border, saw an increase in lake levels, followed by a release out of barrages – for Lamprey outcomesThis was followed by small steady stream of water over border, which didn’t follow a natural state – therefore Lake Levels didn’t build over the spring period as modelled natural indicated it would have.  This resulted in very low (but steady) releases to the tCoorong.A peak in late spring, resulted in small increase in lake levels and …..for barrage releases.The direct trade from Hume early this year – held off receding lake levels while maintaining connection to the Coorong.Lake levels do appear to have stopped free falling as we ….



Presenter
Presentation Notes
o The Basin Plan also identifies a rolling 3-year average barrage release volume of 2,000 GL/year. With this year being the second dry year in a row, we would need barrage releases of almost 4,800 ML/d in 2019-20 to achieve this target.3yr rolling average 2000GL – 95% of the timeSignificant shortfall if dry againDifficult to see this outcome being met without a flood in the 3 yr perio



Outcomes & Lessons: Lower Murray 
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Role of CEW in maintaining Lower Lake Levels in 2018-19 (dry conditions) 

Actual Lakes Lakes without CEW Agreed lake level target (0.5m)

Drought Emergency Framework 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Significant role of CEW in maintaining lake levels above Drought Emergency levels – currently around 215GL of water for the environment (CEW) in lower lakes.150 GL of combined e water has been ordered to SA border in recent months, the last of it currently being delivered.SA allocation is being delivered throughout the year (with the 50 GL that was trade upstream earlier having been delivered to SA by now)Modest return flows during autumn:Murrumbidgee (TLM water)Lower Broken Creek (CEW)We have a lot of water coming right now, how do we get the maximum benefit for the Coorong? (Segway to say Adrienne will cover in more detail)Consistently the same number of gates open? OrOpen and shut automated gates to direct water into the Coorong using the tides?



 



Supporting the Coorong Ramsar site 
 

very day…. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide was presented at the Australian Fresh Water Society conference in Adelaide by Jody Swirepik (the CEWH) recently.  This is a story that the Cap are familiar with, but we are starting to share this information throughout the Basin, a significant proportion of water moving over the barrages in regulated times is CEW.  This tells a powerful story of how allocated the MDB system is becoming, with the water market ensuring all spare water is traded effectively.  It also tells the story of how important the management of CEW is at this end of the system, and how we need to use it wisely, and clearly articulate what is/isn’t happening as a result of the use.



WET Moderate 



Stay tuned for the  
next episode…. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have followed the typical story spine today, and it hasn’t ended on a happy note, but we at the CEWH/O are working hard to rectify that by working closely with our state, MDBA colleagues on managing the system to meet all demands



Who does what? 
• Environmental watering (CEWH, TLM, States) 
• Recovering water (DAF) 
• Managing constraints (States) 
• The Northern Basin Review (MDBA) 
• The sustainable diversion limit adjustment process (MDBA) 
• Water resource plans (States) 
• Water markets and trading rules (MDBA) 
• The River Murray and joint programs (all) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have brought with me today this booklet.  The Basin plan is simply a BEST document.The Basin Plan is more than about a recovery number 2750 or 3400.  These are the “headlines” of the Basin plan, but under each of these headlines is still amazing complexity.For example Environmental water,Supply of e-water = there is state, and federal planning across basinDelivery = some state e-water, some TLM (MDBA) but mostly CEWH There are important things happening across all areas of the basin, most of them directly affect SA.  For example the Basin plan is currently being reviewed, and .
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